


















EQUATIONS OF BIELLIPTIC MODULAR CURVES
JOSEP GONZA´LEZ
Abstract. We give a procedure to determine equations for the modular curves X0(N) which are
bielliptic and equations for the 30 values of N such that X0(N) is bielliptic and nonhyperelliptic are
presented.
1. Introduction
A curve X (smooth and projective) of genus g > 1 defined over a number field K is said to be
hyperelliptic, resp. bielliptic, over K, if there is an involution w defined over K such that the quotient
curve Y = X/〈w〉 has genus zero, resp. genus one, and Y (K) 6= ∅. The last condition amounts to saying
that Y admits a hyperelliptic model over K or the genus one quotient is an elliptic curve over K.
According to Abramovich and Harris (cf. [1]), we know that for a curve X/K of genus > 1 the set
of the points P ∈ X(K) lying in a quadratic extension of K contains infinitely many points if and only
if X is hyperelliptic over K or X is bielliptic over K and the corresponding elliptic quotient curve has
rank ≥ 1.
When we restrict to the modular curves X0(N)/Q, the cusp ∞ ∈ X0(N)(Q) and, thus, X0(N) is
hyperelliptic or bielliptic over Q if there exists an involution w defined over Q whose quotient curve has
genus ≤ 1. In [9], Ogg determined the 19 values of N for which X0(N) is hyperelliptic over Q. Later
in [3], Bars determined the 41 values of N for which X0(N) is bielliptic over Q. Next, we display the
unique 30 values of N of all them for which X0(N) is non-hyperelliptic:
(1)
34, 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 60, 61, 62, 63,
64, 65, 69, 72, 75, 79, 81, 83, 89, 92, 94, 95, 102, 119, 131.
In [6], equations for the 19 hyperelliptic modular curves are presented. The goal of this article is to
determine equations for these 30 bielliptic modular curves. In this way, for each modular curve X0(N)
of genus > 1 we could determine almost all points lying in a quadratic field.
2. General facts on the modular curve X0(N)
From now on, X0(N) denotes the algebraic curve over Q attached to the modular group Γ0(N)
and such that Q(X0(N)) is the subfield of C(X0(N)) which consists of the functions with rational q-
expansion at the cusp ∞, where q = e2π iz . Next, we summarize some well-known facts which shall be
used in the next section.
2.1. The group Aut(X0(N)). The group SL2(R)/{±1} is the group of the automorphisms of the
complex upper half-plane. Let us denote by Γ∗0(N) the normalizer of Γ0(N) in SL2(R)/{±1}. The
group B(N) = Γ∗0(N)/Γ0(N) provides a subgroup of Aut(X0(N)) described by Lehner and Newman in
[8] and, later, revised by Atkin and Lehner in [2].
Let e2 and e3 be the greatest exponents such that 2
2e2 · 3e3 divides N . Set ν2 = 2min (3,⌊e2/2⌋) and
ν3 = 3





∈ Γ∗0(N) and, thus,
provides an automorphism of X0(N) which will denoted by Sd.
For any positive divisor d of N coprime to N/d, the matrix 1√
d
(
A · d B
N · C D · d
)
with determinant 1
and A,B,C,D ∈ Z lies in Γ0(N)∗ and provides an involution wd on X0(N) independent on A,B,C and
D, called the Atkin-Lehner involution attached to d. We denote by W (N) the set of the Atkin-Lehner
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involutions, which is a commutative group since wd1 · wd2 = wd1·d2/ gcd(d1,d2)2 . The group B(N) is
generated by the group W (N), Sν2 and Sν3 . In [7], Kenku and Momose proved that when the genus of
X0(N) is > 1 and N 6= 37, 63 one has that Aut(X0(N)) = B(N).
Lemma 2.1. The field of definition of any Atkin-Lehner involution and S2 is Q and for d > 2 the field
of definition of Sd is Q(ζd), where ζd is a primitive d-th root of unity.
Proof. For an Atkin-Lehner involution wd, one has that w
∗
d(Q(X0(N)) = Q(X0(N)) and, thus, wd is
defined over Q. Indeed, the function field Q(X0(N)) is generated by the functions j(z), j(N z) and wd
sends these functions to the functions j(d z), j(N/d z), which lie in Q(X0(N)). It is immediate to check
that for Sd the number field Q(ζd) is the smallest number field K such that K ⊗ Q(X0(N)) contains
S∗d(Q(X0(N))). ✷
2.2. Cusp forms of weight two. We recall that we can identify the C-vector space of weight 2 cusp
forms on Γ0(N), i.e. S2(Γ0(N)), with Ω
1
X0(N)/C
via the map f(q) 7→ f(q) dqq . Moreover, via this map
Ω1X0(N)/Q is in bijective correspondence to the set of weight two cusp forms with rational q-expansion.
Let M be a positive divisor of N . For any positive divisor d of N/M , the map on the complex upper
half-plane given by z 7→ dz provides a nonconstant morphism Bd : X0(N) → X0(M) which acts on
the cusp forms of weight two by sending f(q) ∈ S2(Γ0(M)) to f(qd) ∈ S2(Γ0(N)). The vector space
S2(Γ0(N))
old is defined as the sum of the images of such maps for all M |N and d|N/M . The vector
space S2(Γ0(N)) has a hermitian inner product called the Petersson inner product and the vector space
S2(Γ0(N))
new is defined as the orthogonal complement to S2(Γ0(N))
old. We denote by NewN the set of
normalized cusp forms in S2(Γ0(N))
new which are eigenvectors of all Hecke operators and Atkin-Lehner
involutions. By a normalized cusp form we mean a cusp form whose first non-zero Fourier coefficient is
equal to 1. It is well-known that NewN is a basis of S2(Γ0(N))
new.
In Table 5 of [5], it can be found the dimensions of the vector spaces S2(Γ0(N))
G and (S2(Γ0(N))
new)G
for any subgroup G of the group of the Atkin-Lehner involutions W (N) for N ≤ 300. The following
result will be useful in order to determine weight two cusp forms invariants under an Atkin-Lehner
involution.
Lemma 2.2. Let M and N be positive integers such that M |N . Let M1 be a positive divisor of M such
that and gcd(M,M/M1) = 1 and let ℓ be a positive divisor of N/M such that gcd(M1 ℓ,N/(M1 ℓ) = 1. If
f ∈ S2(Γ0(M)) is a normalized eigenvector of the Atkin-Lehner involution wM1 with eigenvalue ε(f) and
ε ∈ {−1, 1}, then f(q)+ ε f(qℓ) ∈ S2(Γ0(N)) is a normalized eigenvector of the Atkin-Lehner involution
wM1 ℓ with eigenvalue ε(f) · ε.






∈ SL2(R), sends a weight two cusp form h to h(γ(z))
1
(Cz+D)2 . The statement follows
from the fact that wM1 ℓ sends f to ε(f)f(q
ℓ). ✷
2.3. Modular parametrizations of elliptic curves. Since Shimura-Taniyama-Weil’s conjecture was
proved, we know that for an elliptic curve E/Q there exist a positive integer N and a nonconstant
morphism π : X0(N)→ E defined over Q. Such a morphism π will be called a modular parametrization
of E and level N . The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The conductor of E is N .
(ii) There exists a modular parametrization π ofE and levelN such that π∗(Ω1E) ⊂ S2(Γ0(N))
new dq
q .
(iii) There exist f ∈ NewN and a modular parametrization π of E and level N such that π
∗(Ω1E/Q) =
Q · f(q)dqq .
Such a parametrization will be called new of level N and the newform f in part (iii) is unique and
determines the Q-isogeny class of E.
For a non-new modular parametrization π of E and level N , the conductor M of E divides N and
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where f is the normalized newform of level M attached to E. In fact, for any nonzero cusp form
h ∈ HE,N there exists a modular parametrization π of E and level N such that π
∗(Ω1E/Q) = Q ·h(q)
dq
q .
A modular parametrization π of E and level N is called optimal if the morphism induced on their
jacobians π∗ : Jac(X0(N))→ E has connected kernel. If π∗(Ω1E/Q) = Q·h(q)
dq
q for some h ∈ S2(Γ0(N)),







: γ ∈ H0(X0(N),Z)
}
is Q-isomorphic to E, i.e. c4(Λ) = α
4 c4(E) and c6(Λ) = α
6 c6(E) for some nonzero α ∈ Q. For another







π is optimal then there is an isogeny µ : E → E1 defined over Q such that π1 = µ ◦ π and, in particular,
deg π| deg π1.
We will denote the Q-isomorphism class of an elliptic curve E/Q by giving its conductor N and
Cremona’s label, i.e. a letter X and a positive integer. For instance, the elliptic curve 15A8 stands for
the elliptic curve of conductor 15 with Cremona’s label A8. The conductor N and the letter X , for
instance 15A, denotes the Q-isogeny class of E and fNX will denote the attached newform to E. The
optimal quotient in the Q-isogeny class of E, called the strong Weil curve, is always labeled with the
number 1.
We point out that Manin’s conjecture has been checked for all strong Weil elliptic curves, i.e. optimal
new modular parametrizations, in Cremona’s tables. That is, if y2+a1x y+a3 y = x
3+a2 x
2+a4 x+a6
is a minimal model over Z of a strong Weil elliptic curve E of conductor N , then there exists a new










where f ∈ NewN is the corresponding normalized newform attached to the Q-isogeny class of E. In
other words, if π(∞) is taken to be the infinity point of E, the q-expansions of the modular functions















n and an, bn ∈ Q .
Equivalently, when we replace h with f in (2), the lattice Λ obtained and the the minimal model of E
have the same invariants c4 and c6.
3. Procedure to determine equations
From now on, N is a value in the list (1). Let w be a bielliptic involution defined over Q, let
π : X0(N)→ X0(N)/〈w〉 be the natural projection and let us denote byE the elliptic curve (X0(N)/〈w〉, π(∞)).
Since deg π = 2, the parametrization π is optimal. Now we split in three steps the procedure to find an
equation for X0(N):
Step 1: Determination of E, w and the normalized cusp form h such that π∗(Ω1E) = 〈h(q)dq/q〉. Since
X0(N) can have several bielliptic involutions defined over Q, first we will determine for which values of
N we can take w such that π is new. Clearly, X0(N) is bielliptic with a new modular parametrization
for an elliptic quotient E if and only if there exists an elliptic curve of conductor N with modular degree
equal to 2.
By checking in Table 22 of [4] among the elliptic curves E with conductor N as in (1), we obtain that
this fact occurs exactly for 22 values of N . For each of these values of N , we fix this elliptic curve E
as the corresponding bielliptic quotient and we determine the involution w ∈ AutQ(X0(N)) such that
(NewN )
〈w〉 = h, where h is the newform attached to E (see Table 1).
For the remaining 8 values of N , i.e. N ∈ {42, 60, 63, 72, 75, 81, 95, 119}, we fix a bielliptic involution
w defined over Q among the given in Theorem 3.15 of [3]. More precisely, for N 6= 72 we choose w to be
an Atkin-Lehner involution and for N = 72 we take w = S2 (see Table 2). In order to find a normalized
cusp form h such that S2(Γ0(N))
〈w〉 = 〈h〉, we proceed as follows. For N 6= 72, by applying Lemma







〈w〉 = Q h. The newform f only determines the Q-isogeny class of
E. In order to determine its Q-isomorphism class, we compute the corresponding lattice Λ attached to
h. This fact allow us to identify E in Cremona’s tables (cf. Table 2). In all cases, Λ turns out to be
the lattice corresponding to a minimal model of the elliptic curve E. For N = 72, the normalized cusp
form h is f(q2), where f is the normalized newform of level 36 attached to the isogeny class 36A and E
is the elliptic curve 36A1.
Step 2: Determination of the q-expansions of the functions x, y ∈ Q(E). Let FN (x, y) = y
2 + a1 x y +
a3 y − (x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x+ a6) ∈ Z[x, y] be the polynomial such that F (x, y) = 0 is the minimal model
given in Cremona’s Tables for E. For each N 6= 72, the lattice obtained from the normalized cusp form
h in π∗(Ω1E/Q) ⊂ S2(Γ0(N)) corresponds to the minimal model FN (x, y) = 0. Therefore, we can take y






















+ a1 x+ a3
)
/2 and F (x, y) = 0 .
For N = 72, by proceeding similarly for the elliptic curve 36A1 with respect its attached normalized
newform f ∈ New36, we obtain the q-expansions of x and y as functions on X0(36). It is clear that the
functions for our case are x(q2) and y(q2).
Step 3: Determination of a suitable generator of the extension Q(X0(N))/Q(E). Let GN be the multi-
plicative group of the modular functions on X0(N) which are equal to
∏
1≤d|N η(dz)
rd for some integers
rd and where η(z) is the Dedekind function. The group GN is the multiplicative subgroup of Q(X0(N))
which consists of the normalized functions whose zeros and poles are cusps (for a detailed descrip-
tion of this group see 2.2 of [6]). In our case, due to the fact that w left stable the set of cusps and
w ∈ AutQ(X0(N)), the involution w induces an involution w∗ on Q⊗GN . By Proposition 2 of [6], there
exists a function u ∈ GN satisfying:
(i) The polar part of u is a multiple of the divisor (∞) or (∞) + (w(∞)).
(ii) div w∗(u) 6= div u.
Once such a function u is chosen, the divisor of w∗(u) is determined and we can find a function v ∈ GN
having the same divisor as w∗(u), i.e. w∗(u) = a v for some nonzero rational number a. By using the
q-expansions of u, v, x and y, we can determine a because u+ a v must be equal to a polynomial with
rational coefficients in the functions x and y. In fact, if w is an Atkin-Lehner involution (N 6= 64, 72),
then Proposition 3 of [6] allows us to determine a without using q-expansions. In any case, with our
choice, the rational number a turns out to be always integer. Finally, we take then function t := u− a v
which satisfies w∗(t) = −t. Therefore, Q(X0(N)) = Q(E)(t) and, moreover, the function t2 lies in Q(E)
and has a unique pole in π(∞). Hence,
t2 = P (x, y)
for some polynomial P with integers coefficients, which provides an equation for X0(N) related with
the chosen equation for E, for which its Mordell-Weil group is described in Cremona’s tables. The
polynomial P (x, y) is taken as a polynomial of the form P1(x) +P2(x) y, where P1(x), P2(x) ∈ Z. Since
the degree of P1(x) agrees with − ord∞ u and degP2(x) ≤ degP1(x) − 2, u is chosen to be − ord∞ u
minimal. In tables 3 and 4 of the appendix, the corresponding functions t are exhibited for the new and
non-new case respectively, while in Tables 5 and 6 the polynomials P (x, y) are presented for the new
and non-new case respectively.
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4. Appendix
4.1. Tables for E, w and h.
Table 1 (new case)
N w X0(N)/〈w〉 h(q)
34 w17 34A1 y
2 + xy = x3 − 3x+ 1 f34A(q)
38 w19 38B1 y
2 + yx+ y = x3 + x2 + 1 f38B(q)
43 w43 43A1 y
2 + y = x3 + x2 f43A(q)
44 w11 44A1 y
2 = x3 + x3 + 3x− 1 f44A(q)
45 w5 45A1 y
2 + yx = x3 − x2 − 5 f45A(q)
51 w51 51A1 y
2 + y = x3 + x2 + x− 1 f51A(q)
53 w53 53A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x2 f53A(q)
54 w27 54B1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x2 + x− 1 f54B(q)
55 w11 55A1 y
2 + xy = x3 − x2 − 4x+ 3 f55A(q)
56 w7 56A1 y
2 = x3 + x+ 2 f56A(q)
61 w61 61A1 y
2 + xy = x3 − 2x+ 1 f61A(q)
62 w31 62A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x2 − x+ 1 f62A(q)
64 (S2 · w64)2 64A1 y2 = x3 − 4 f64A(q)
65 w65 65A1 y
2 + xy = x3 − x f65A(q)
69 w23 69A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x− 1 f69A(q)
79 w79 79A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 + x2 − 2x f79A(q)
83 w83 83A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 + x2 + x f83A(q)
89 w89 89A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x f89A(q)
92 w23 92A1 y
2 = x3 + x2 + 2x+ 1 f92A(q)
94 w47 94A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x2 − 1 f94A(q)
101 w101 101A1 y
2 + y = x3x2 − x− 1 f101A(q)
131 w131 131A1 y
2 + y = x3 − x2 + x f131A(q)
Table 2 (non-new case)
N w X0(N)/〈w〉 h(q)
42 w14 21A4 y
2 + xy = x3 + x f21A(q) + 2f21A(q
2)
60 w15 20A2 y
2 = x3 + x2 − x f20A(q) + 3f20A(q3)
63 w63 21A4 y
2 + xy = x3 + x f21A(q)− 3f21A(q3)
72 S2 36A1 y
2 = x3 + 1 f36A(q
2)
75 w75 15A8 y
2 + x y + y = x3 + x2 f15A(q)− 5f15A(q5)
81 w81 27A3 y
2 + y = x3 f27A(q)− 3f27A(q3)
95 w95 19A3 y
2 + y = x3 + x2 + x f19A(q)− 5f19A(q5)
119 w119 17A4 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x2 − x f17A(q)− 7f17A(q7)
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4.2. Tables for t.
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4.3. Tables for P (x, y).
Table 5 (new case)
N P (x, y)
34 −48− 32x+ 20x2 + 24x3 + x4 + 8(2 + 2x+ x2)y
38 −960 + 3168x+ 13160x2 + 21724x3 + 25833x4 + 21810x5 + 10071x6 + 2065x7 + 136x8 + x9
+x(56 + 27x+ x2)(44 + 88x+ 137x2 + 102x3 + 17x4)y
43 −7200− 1680x+ 9400x2 − 2332x3 − 4868x4 + 1708x5 + 194x6 + x7
−(−72 + 36x+ x2)(−44− 84x+ 45x2 + 22x3)y
44 (2 + x)2(7 + 3x+ 5x2 + x3)
45 x2(−3 + 6x+ x2 + 4y)
51 −8904 + 89496x+ 720815x2 + 2136731x3+ 3806784x4 + 4786996x5 + 4564407x6 + 3440158x7
+2089704x8+ 1029855x9 + 409276x10 + 129052x11 + 31311x12 + 5557x13 + 658x14 + 43x15 + x16
+(−5 + 3x+ 2x2 + x3)(36 + 37x+ 20x2 + 3x3)
(304 + 1445x+ 2641x2 + 2567x3 + 1636x4 + 706x5 + 201x6 + 34x7 + 2x8)y
53 −247408+ 665520x− 1831348x2 + 4346036x3− 7515167x4 + 7342874x5 − 4503204x6
+2095505x7− 818846x8 + 230692x9 − 33955x10 + 739x11 + 237x12 + x13 − (148− 1108x
+151x2 + 1363x3 − 621x4 − 12x5 + 25x6)(1328− 1308x+ 805x2 − 328x3 + 47x4 + x5)y
54 3− 3x+ 3x2 + x3 + 3(1 + x)y
55 (2 + x)(−138− 271x− 58x2 + 1411x3 + 168x4 − 1461x5 − 281x6 + 349x7 + 68x8 + x9)
+(2 + x)(−1 + 2x)(4 + 3x)(8− 26x− 78x2 + 11x3 + 28x4 + 2x5)y
56 (7 + x2)(2− x+ x2)(2 + x+ x2)
61 −122 + 176x− 27x2 − 65x3 + 18x4 + x5 − (1 + x)(−22− 15x+ 9x2)y
62 −3840− 448x+ 12724x2 + 42628x3 + 62861x4 + 5174x5 + 109639x6 + 289900x7 + 73179x8
−61722x9 + 143262x10 + 178641x11 + 61858x12 + 7490x13 + 253x14 + x15 + xy(−4 + 192x
+446x2 − 108x3 − 268x4 + 443x5 + 284x6 + 23x7)(32− 56x+ 178x2 + 248x3 + 55x4 + x5)
64 (−2 + x)(2 + x)(4 + x2)
65 1− 35x− 85x2 − 15x3 − 35x4 − 50x5 − 403x6 + 10x7 + 35x8 + 65x9 − 90x10 + 25x11 + x12
−5(−1 + x)(1 + x)(1 + x2)(−1− 2x+ x2)(2− 5x+ 2x2 + 5x3 + 2x4)y
69 40128− 2804032x− 24658412x2 − 82258148x3− 78001407x4+ 286063638x5+ 1082537261x6
+1420597832x7+ 9621058x8− 2694511846x9− 4047900698x10− 2330523372x11+ 840632694x12
+2638911745x13+ 2331856822x14+ 1199425309x15+ 393442428x16+ 82393205x17 + 10602593x18
+779531x19 + 28810x20 + 412x21 + x22 + y(−432− 2920x− 8036x2 − 4860x3 + 11574x4 + 21734x5
+14665x6 + 4288x7 + 477x8 + 14x9)(1276 + 3128x− 4870x2 − 28854x3 − 3924x4 − 657x5 + 3703x6
+40883x7 + 1804x8 + 3299x9 + 202x10 + 2x11)
79 −24843− 7420x+ 112556x2 + 76149x3 − 214447x4 − 113728x5 + 157812x6 + 73431x7
−49467x8 − 22769x9 + 5008x10 + 2736x11 + 181x12 + x13
−(1 + x)(83− 145x− 10x2 + 39x3 + x4)(105 + 599x− 75x2 − 604x3 − 31x4 + 141x5 + 21x6)y
83 −846820980000+ 1701842643824x− 4190038951864x2− 15407944317740x3+ 52631374705524x4
+195902048285636x5− 69755046878975x6− 1014877154551415x7− 1063602170418749x8
+1855157981145929x9+ 5075380899888979x10+ 1636529117010692x11− 8302874421713802x12
−11678206852543817x13+ 1005402492172935x14+ 17071231491541350x15+ 14609656638884595x16
−5861471722333698x17− 19444452135637043x18− 10558933244522770x19+ 7380101893789387x20
+13072119010688686x21+ 4488232204563914x22− 4533961869101651x23− 5251219501592566x24
−1152837411146407x25+ 1460566880152011x26+ 1235263008419117x27+ 207233373480590x28
−227667918937852x29− 159972030244333x30− 31212179742782x31+ 11503837595608x32
+9040609302177x33+ 2671633081498x34+ 434275870731x35+ 39994913022x36+ 2002817221x37
+50297678x38+ 551168x39 + 1991x40 + x41 − y(452104− 2937060x− 9114834x2+ 6837837x3
+31676870x4+ 15747540x5− 39815725x6− 52447587x7+ 3221373x8 + 46993123x9+ 26434445x10
−10569436x11− 16815463x12− 4439206x13 + 2240588x14 + 1704048x15 + 372443x16 + 26456x17
+483x18 + x19)(1809956− 279348x− 16404210x2− 14857887x3+ 44872703x4+ 91386412x5
+7209319x6− 135817396x7− 134605986x8+ 24499468x9+ 132852372x10+ 79321327x11
−23111323x12− 50396693x13− 19474566x14+ 4349474x15 + 6065443x16 + 1970373x17 + 236111x18
+8734x19 + 65x20)
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89 −17600 + 410400x− 27548480x2+ 10400948x3+ 146498188x4− 32027037x5− 360910680x6
−17199072x7+ 501894798x8+ 161240831x9− 391130731x10− 233566274x11+ 145795788x12
+151162884x13− 4448240x14 − 44442246x15 − 12762946x16+ 3535663x17 + 2568284x18
+483388x19 + 30642x20 + 515x21 + x22 − y(−1 + x)(1 + x)(2700 + 3240x− 3609x2 − 4873x3
+323x4 + 1473x5 + 465x6 + 17x7)(648− 1340x− 10451x2 + 10324x3 + 23063x4 − 2172x5
−17100x6 − 5730x7 + 3597x8 + 2256x9 + 243x10 + 2x11)
92 (3 + x)2(8 + 4x+ 4x2 + x3)(8 + 20x+ 28x2 + 25x3 + 14x4 + 5x5 + x6)
94 −21715− 47508x− 103195x2 + 219398x3 + 1663909x4+ 5469799x5 + 10685097x6
+13118353x7+ 4598983x8 − 18554364x9− 49262084x10− 67097732x11 − 54688267x12
−12748826x13+ 34980862x14+ 61712870x15 + 58008344x16+ 36328896x17+ 15246919x18
+3869878x19+ 504954x20 + 27667x21 + 465x22 + x23 + y(−120− 313x− 845x2 − 566x3
+598x4 + 2600x5 + 3476x6 + 2830x7 + 1066x8 + 105x9 + x10)(42− 275x− 1064x2 − 2649x3
−3694x4 − 2814x5 + 602x6 + 4402x7 + 5384x8 + 3641x9 + 814x10 + 31x11)
101 3973376+ 24345712x− 57185964x2− 178101464x3+ 161167773x4+ 462091312x5
−328497531x6− 579757947x7+ 504756351x8+ 320809112x9− 453760989x10+ 7488095x11
+195974239x12− 88118541x13 − 19312382x14+ 31143884x15− 10685229x16 − 391854x17
+1833695x18− 900817x19 + 273859x20 − 59884x21 + 9221x22 − 857x23 + 29x24 + x25
−y(−2 + x)(−2492− 5984x+ 5085x2 + 12629x3 − 5462x4 − 7457x5 + 4351x6 + 561x7
−1100x8 + 476x9 − 115x10 + 12x11)(−1164 + 4596x+ 5916x2 − 11845x3 + 1691x4 + 5276x5
−3587x6 + 849x7 − 17x8 − 12x9 − 4x10 + x11)
131 −11491793287200− 77827916513200x+ 271274799348200x2+ 2891920043667900x3















−105722203629934910x49+ 18923329741114761x50− 2689272320340289x51+ 263300065498249x52
−4260505636661x53− 5157557959005x54+ 1416554294641x55− 243661620624x56+ 31240505016x57
−2997027299x58+ 189957325x59− 2699879x60 − 1016956x61+ 130698x62 − 7747x63 + 187x64 + x65
−y(−1 + x)(−1651336− 45600164x− 27727502x2+ 1818599597x3− 7927670906x4
+13960778588x5− 421393207x6− 51398069731x7+ 119271135931x8− 134713281163x9
+52661398574x10+ 80481104397x11− 163994123959x12+ 148050275877x13− 72614888314x14
+6183551272x15+ 20717235269x16− 19147906676x17+ 9847397087x18− 3367121265x19
+730146720x20− 51809318x21 − 30959822x22+ 15666228x23− 4292594x24 + 835815x25 − 122075x26
+13084x27 − 903x28 + 23x29 + x30)(−4255900+ 71222100x+ 1461150x2 − 2150436025x3
+7702741575x4− 2543947440x5− 421393207x6− 51398069731x7+ 119271135931x8
−134713281163x9+ 52661398574x10+ 80481104397x11− 163994123959x12+ 148050275877x13
−72614888314x14+ 6183551272x15+ 20717235269x16− 19147906676x17+ 9847397087x18
−3367121265x19+ 730146720x20− 51809318x21− 30959822x22+ 15666228x23− 4292594x24
+835815x25 − 122075x26 + 13084x27 − 903x28 + 23x29 + x30)(−4255900+ 71222100x+ 1461150x2
−2150436025x3+ 7702741575x4− 2543947440x5− 55631723695x6+ 194169167040x7
−323648869980x8+ 226360273540x9+ 229278613251x10− 835109705023x11+ 1135514398082x12
−867152409818x13+ 237463102523x14+ 300544359512x15− 479908400891x16+ 368024466511x17
−177471360585x18+ 47572071000x19+ 3135089681x20− 10639183810x21+ 6239233500x22
−2354646874x23+ 659880730x24− 144046879x25+ 25143814x26− 3620625x27 + 455809x28
−54178x29 + 6052x30 − 527x31 + 24x32)
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Table 6 (non-new case)
N P (x, y)
42 9(4 + x+ 4x2)
(
64 + 1017x+ 96x2 + 1178x3 − 1352x4 + 2883x5 − 1336x6 + 730x7 + 1800x8
+1417x9 + 64x10 + 72y(−1 + x)(1 + x)(50 + 213x− 6x2 + 215x3 − 6x4 + 213x5 + 50x6)
)
60 (−1 + x+ x2)(−1 + 4x+ x2)(1 − x+ 2x2 + x3 + x4)
63 1 + 9x− 24x2 − 8x3 − 9x4 + 3x5 + x6 − 3(−2 + x)(−1 + x)(1 + x)(−1 + 2x)y
72 4(7 + 144x+ 72x2 + 72x3 + 144x4 + 72x5) + 144(1 + x)(−2 + 6x+ x3)y
75 −99− 390x− 569x2 − 372x3 − 67x4 + 56x5 + 40x6 + 11x7
−3x(2 + x)(−2 − 4x+ 3x2 + 5x3 + 2x4)y
81 −968 + 132x+ 837x2 − 3213x3 + 4107x4 − 2223x5 + 510x6 − 21x7 − 9x8 + x9
−3(−1 + x)(−29 + 27x− 9x2 + x3)(11 + 24x− 15x2 + 2x3)y
95 x(1 − 1208x− 10934x2 − 44162x3 − 109477x4 − 180353x5 − 196536x6 − 134741x7 − 40197x8+
17286x9 + 20552x10 + 4156x11 − 2604x12 − 1110x13 + 370x14 + 18x15 − 13x16 + x17)
+(1 + x)(−1 − 7x− 1218x2 − 8470x3 − 25928x4 − 48038x5 − 51018x6 − 26540x7+
2089x8 + 10997x9 + 2802x10 − 1822x11 − 545x12 + 323x13 − 46x14 + 2x15)y
119 −19456 + 128127x+ 31684x2 − 1935597x3+ 2686286x4 + 12402399x5− 29855351x6 − 41030815x7
+159290916x8+ 60745925x9− 524982545x10+ 38052811x11+ 1173318320x12− 347340496x13
−1864043953x14+ 721098268x15+ 2154666360x16− 836975880x17− 1819472378x18
+598982372x19+ 1104865348x20− 257570193x21− 464230322x22+ 55914351x23+ 126047469x24
−504853x25 − 19453402x26 − 2191709x27+ 1202359x28 + 297037x29 + 20766x30 + 407x31
−(1 + x)(19457− 147570x+ 135420x2 + 1672260x3 − 4351085x4 − 6352626x5 + 33446252x6
−1612436x7 − 131903527x8+ 93891838x9 + 312797860x10− 358809060x11− 481203790x12
+724102984x13+ 508610138x14− 917130440x15− 392684774x16+ 764808468x17+ 236037174x18
−417563192x19− 113096097x20+ 141052022x21+ 40143942x22 − 25553396x23
−8853365x24 + 1504686x25 + 853274x26 + 100016x27 + 3681x28 + 30x29)y
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